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However, if i downloaded it with torrent and when the movie plays it shuts.. I'm getting something like this. What to do?? Please suggest.. A: Based on what I can see, it sounds like you downloaded a torrent file from your browser, then typed in the path to the torrent file and then
waited for it to load the file and then opened the file. You can get around this in a few different ways, but the most common is to just double click on the torrent file to start downloading the torrent, instead of opening it in a torrent client first. If you want to be extra safe, you can

change it in your torrent client to have a bit torrent client-only window instead of the default web browser-only window. But once you open the torrent file, the movie should play fine. Q: How to ask for and use better search queries? One of the things I feel I lack most (compared to
what I would call other people "average" programmers) is the ability to carefully plan the question I want to ask and then write the most accurate and clear description of it. Basically I have had many times when I "forgot" to carefully plan the words I would use in a search query. One

time my search query ended up doing something weird like finding a specific string for a user that didn't even exist. And I did not know what "bug" I was searching for at the time, so I just said "weird thing doesn't work". This is just a very straightforward "search" example and the
types of things I am talking about are questions I would be asking on stackoverflow (for example, I would find the error shown below in my own code and wonder why some random string that doesn't even exist would be printed, as opposed to something more appropriate like so)

System.out.print("Lamni = " + lamni); Unfortunately I have always found this "forgetting" part hard to explain to everyone, and one time I even asked in a forum, and the answer given was: Google is your friend. Don't type it in. It will give you what you are looking for. This is
basically saying that I should have written in my mind the words "this answer will give me the right search query", which is neither encouraging (because it was a forum answer), nor helpful in the long term (because it relies on
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